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BEE GEE'S "Alone" (and "Still Waters"-track 8) 
Still Waters continues to highlight the genius of the Bee Gee's pop crafts¬ 
manship with 12 brand new songs that re-establish the band as one of the 
few legendary groups with continuing relevance to '90's pop culture. 
Check out the track "Still Waters" also on this disc. From the album Still 
Waters PLG537302 

SAVAGE GARDEN "To The Moon and Back" 

On top, down under...Savage Garden are Darren Hayes and Daniel Jones. 
Together they write the songs; Darren is the lead singer. They made an 
impressive entrance onto their home Australian music scene with their 
debut single, "I Want You." Their 2nd single, "To The Moon and Back," 
is already on its way to be a smash Top Forty hit for the summer. From the 
album Savage Garden CBS67954 

OMC "How Bizarre" 

After hitting number one in 5 countries and counting, OMC and the single 
"How Bizarre" debut in the United States. The band is riding a wave of 
international success that also includes gold and platinum awards and 
numerous top forty chart showings. OMC has incorporated many of the 
elements of the urban pacific music scene that is sure to catch on in various 
formats and capture the hearts of the US audience. From the album How 
Bizarre PLG533435 

ROBIN S. "It Must Be Love" 
Bringing it back to a classic black dance sound, Big Beat/Atlantic's Robin S. 
adds her rich, rolling vocals and diva-licious character to a dance groove 
defined by its innovative live instrumentation-strings, keyboards, guitar, 

drums, and horns. At that same time, she's confidently stirring a retro fla¬ 
vor that harkens back to the great black styles of the late '70s/early '80s. 
From the album From Now On ATL92716 

MARK MORRISON "Return Of The Mack" 
One of the freshest voices in the R&B field, singer Mark Morrison spent 
1996 introducing his talents to the world-and what a reception. In his 
native UK, Morrison made his remarkable first entrances on the singles 
chart at #1 with both "Crazy" and "Return of the Mack" which also 
jumped into the top 5 in Europe. From the album Return Of The Mack 
ATL82963 

K'S CHOICE "Not An Addict" 
K's Choice, a 5-piece band fronted by brother/sister duo Gert and Sarah 
Bettens are currently all the rage in their native Belgium and neighboring 
Holland. Sarah's smoky, throaty voice delivers the duo's clever takes on life 
and its ironies in a fashion that both entertains and touches the listener. 
From the album Paradise In Me CBS67954 

i CAMUS "U Who n 

Singer/songwriter/multi-instrumentalist Camus makes his self-produced 
Atlantic records debut with a creative adventure that, in his words, began 
as "a desperate attempt to get out of a day job." A breakout creative 
expression from an artist on the bloom. Look for Camus and his new band 
to hit the road later this year playing songs like the edgy and melodic "U 
Who." From the album U Who ATL82919 

BEE GEE'S "Still Waters" Still Waters PLG537302 
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1. BEE GEE'S "Alone" Still Waters 

2. SAVAGE GARDEN 
"To The Moon and Back" Savage Garden 

3. OMC "How Bizarre" How Bizarre 

4. ROBIN S. "It Must Be Love" 
From Now On 

5. MARK MORRISON "Return Of The Mack" 
Return Of The Mack 

6. K'S CHOICE "Not An Addict" 
Paradise In Me 

7. CAMUS "U Who" U Who 

8. BEE GEE'S "Still Waters" Still Waters 
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FAITHLESS "Insomnia" 
Reverence has become an international success in a relative¬ 
ly short time. The album's first single "Insomnia" hit #1 in 
4 European countries and sold over 2 million copies. Now, 
Arista records brings Faithless to America. With the explo¬ 
sion of electronic music in the U.S. and the success of con¬ 
temporaries Prodigy, Chemical Brothers and Orbital on 
MTV, this is their time. The buzz is just beginning. From the 
album Reverence ARI18966 
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NAPCASE "Zombie Prescription" 
Snapcase continues to be much more than music. The 
seemingly paradoxical title of the quintet's latest Ip, 
Progression Through Unlearning represents the band's mes¬ 
sage by suggesting that absolute individual advancement 
only occurs when as band member Tim Redmond states 
"we unlearn everything that society has taught us about 
race, gender, dietary habits, economic pursuits and person¬ 
al behavior and begin to think and develop opinions for 
ourselves." From the album Progression Through 
Unlearning VT051 

$ HOOTZY GROOVE "Regardless" 
Shootzy Groove calls the Bronx NY home and preach a 
message of positivity. Shootzy has honed their sound to an 
unmistakable groove. Don't call it funk-rock, back off with 
accusations of rap-metal: Shootzy Groove is way to com¬ 
plex for such easy titles. From the album Hipnosis 
ROA8829 
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UCK-O-NINE "My Town" 
Bursting out of the sun-drenched San Diego surf like b- 
movie zombies on speed, Buck-O-Nine create a fun and 
frenzied ska-core sound that is impossible to resist. With 
three releases and relentless national touring under their 
belt, Buck-O-Nine promises to conquer America with their 
new album and TVT debut Twenty-Eight-Teeth. From the 
album Twenty-Eight-Teeth TVT5760 



ROST "What's Your Name" 
"What's Your Name (Time Of The Season)" is the first 
single from Frost's latest release, When HelL.A. Freezes Over, 
and features a playover of the Zombie's "Time Of The 
Season." Radio is already telling us it's a smash. Other key 
tracks on this new record include "Reunited (Lo Riding)" 
which features the chorus from Peaches & Herb's 
"Reunited." From the album When HelL.A. Freezes Over 
CMB1578 
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OGG WAY "Fortune Town" 
Renowned vocalist Phil Mogg and bassist Pete Way, 
known as the backbone of seminal English Hard Rock band 
UFO, charge into '97 with a blast of 90's hard rock that is 
sure to make listeners pine for those halcyon days. UFO 
achieved legendary status; the Mogg/Way line-up quite 
possibly surpasses the best UFO had to offer. Mogg/Way's 
Edge Of The World is a classic hard rock record that will 
have the fans out again in numbers on their 1997 tour. 
From the album Edge Of The World SHR1105 



Wff ABRAXAS POOL "Boombiyaya" 
Abraxas Pool features the unmistakable blend of Latin per¬ 
cussion, soaring guitar, hard driving keyboards and power¬ 
ful vocals... reuniting original members of the Santana 
band. "I thought I was getting a dinosaur and it turned out 
to be a monster."—Steve Slanton, KZOK Radio/Seattle. 
From the album Abraxas Pool MRI23082 

HE BEATNUTS "Do You Believe" 
Those pistol packin' demons from hell are back with one of 
the most eagerly anticipated albums of the year. "Do You 
Believe" is a hardcore track reminiscent of the groups' first 
single "Reign Of The Tec." The album includes the #1 Rap 
Radio Single "Find That." From the album Stone Crazy 
CMB1508 
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ELERIUM "Duende" 
Delerium is Bill Leeb and Rhys Pulber, a Vancouver-based 
duo renowned for their work together as Front Line 
Assembly, who together created the project to explore 
alternative rhythms and influences-a sonic escape from their 
industrial alter-egos. From the album Karma NET3011 3 
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8. FAITHLESS "Insomnia" Reverence 

9. SNAPCASE "Zombie Prescription" 
Progression Through Unlearning 

10. SHOOTZY GROOVE "Regardless" 
Hipnosis 

11. BUCK-O-NINE "My Town" 
Twenty-Eight- Teeth 

12. FROST "What's Your Name" 
When HelL.A. Freezes Over 

13. MOGG WAY "Fortune Town" 
Edge Of The World 

14. ABRAXAS POOL "Boombiyaya" 
Abraxas Pool 

15. THE BEATNUTS "Do You Believe" 
Stone Crazy 

16. DELERIUM "Duende" Karma 
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